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Abstract 

Sepsis, a dysregulated immune response due to life-threatening organ dysfunction, caused by drug-resistant patho-
gens, is a major global health threat contributing to high disease burden. Clinical outcomes in sepsis depend on 
timely diagnosis and appropriate early therapeutic intervention. There is a growing interest in the evaluation of 
nanotechnology-based solutions for sepsis management due to the inherent and unique properties of these nano-
sized systems. This review presents recent advancements in nanotechnology-based solutions for sepsis diagnosis and 
management. Development of nanosensors based on electrochemical, immunological or magnetic principals pro-
vide highly sensitive, selective and rapid detection of sepsis biomarkers such as procalcitonin and C-reactive protein 
and are reviewed extensively. Nanoparticle-based drug delivery of antibiotics in sepsis models have shown promising 
results in combating drug resistance. Surface functionalization with antimicrobial peptides further enhances efficacy 
by targeting pathogens or specific microenvironments. Various strategies in nanoformulations have demonstrated 
the ability to deliver antibiotics and anti-inflammatory agents, simultaneously, have been reviewed. The critical role of 
nanoformulations of other adjuvant therapies including antioxidant, antitoxins and extracorporeal blood purification 
in sepsis management are also highlighted. Nanodiagnostics and nanotherapeutics in sepsis have enormous poten-
tial and provide new perspectives in sepsis management, supported by promising future biomedical applications 
included in the review.
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Introduction
Sepsis is described as a syndrome consisting of complex 
pathophysiological and biochemical dysregulation, trig-
gered by endogenous factors in response to the bacte-
rial, viral, parasitic or fungal infections [1]. The definition 
of sepsis has recently been modified and updated, due 
to advancements in our understanding of the underly-
ing pathophysiology based on molecular and clinical 
research. Based on the new definition, sepsis is currently 

defined as “life-threatening organ dysfunction, caused 
by a dysregulated host immune response to infection” 
[1, 2]. Currently, the World Health Assembly (WHA), 
the WHO’s decision-making body, recognizes sepsis as a 
significant threat to patient safety and global health and 
has intensified its approach to the prevention, diagnosis, 
and treatment of sepsis [3]. A recently published analy-
sis, viz. ‘Global Burden of Diseases, Injuries, and Risk 
Factors Study (GBD 2017),’ has revealed that 48.9 mil-
lion cases of sepsis and 11.0 million sepsis-related deaths, 
were recorded worldwide in 2017, representing approxi-
mately 20% of all global deaths [4]. In the USA, about 1.7 
million sepsis cases and 270,000 sepsis-related deaths 
are reported each year [5]. Among children below five 
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years of age, there is a significant burden of sepsis, caus-
ing 20 million cases and 2.9 million cases of sepsis glob-
ally every year [6]. Importantly, sepsis remains a major 
cause of intensive care unit (ICU) admissions in low and 
middle-income countries (LMICs); with mortality rates 
as high as 80% being reported from these regions [7]. 
Furthermore, emerging data from the current COVID-
19 pandemic has shown a relationship between severe 
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) 
and sepsis; characterised by organ damage attributable 
to viral invasion and systemic inflammatory responses 
[8–10]. Thus, sepsis remains a serious global health con-
cern with life-threatening consequences, which requires 
urgent focus, especially in early diagnostics and innova-
tive and effective therapeutic management.

Sepsis diagnosis in the early stages and timely thera-
peutic interventions are pivotal in improving clinical out-
comes and reducing mortality [11, 12]. Conventionally, 
serum analysis and molecular techniques are used in the 
diagnosis of sepsis. The sepsis diagnosis is further com-
plicated due to nonspecific signs and symptoms and can 
be challenging as there is no gold standard test that con-
firms the diagnosis [13]. The most common method for 
the detection of infectious pathogens in blood circulation 
is a blood culture test. Apart from this, several molecular 
techniques, including polymerase chain reaction (PCR), 
isothermal amplification methods, hybridization tech-
niques and microarray, each with different sensitivity and 
specificity, are used for detection of infection-causing 
pathogens. Despite the urgent need for monitoring sep-
sis using biomarkers in clinical diagnosis, sepsis specific 
biomarkers are lacking to date. Although there are more 
than 170 biomarkers that have been reported for sepsis 
diagnosis, few are applicable in clinical diagnosis, and 
each has advantages and limitations [14–16]. Addition-
ally, major clinical challenges are associated with het-
erogeneous patient population and variations in time of 
elevation of individual markers [17]. Conventional diag-
nostic approaches, mainly based on analysis of blood cul-
tures, and specialized molecular diagnostic techniques 
such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR), isothermal 
amplification methods, hybridization and microarray 
techniques; are most often laboratory-specific, require 
trained personal, and are multi-step and resource inten-
sive, with a restricted limit of detection (LOD) and speci-
ficity [11]. Thus, there is an urgent need for developing 
novel sepsis diagnostic approaches preferably adapted for 
accessibility for bedside diagnosis.

An early, validated diagnostic approach is vital in the 
design of personalized therapeutic management plans 
for better clinical outcomes. For instance, each hour 
delay in the initiation of antibiotic therapy increases 
the risk of mortality by 7–12% [18, 19]. Guidelines for 

sepsis management is focused on three major compo-
nents (1) haemodynamic stabilization, (2) infection 
control, and (3) modulation of the septic responses 
[20]. Other interventions include nonspecific measures 
of organ support, such as oxygen therapy, mechanical 
ventilation, hemodynamic support, corticosteroids, 
and renal replacement therapy [21–24]. Sepsis manage-
ment requires multimodal therapeutic approaches and 
is based on severity. A mild form with single organ sys-
tem dysfunction can be managed by moderate support, 
while multiple organ dysfunction requires invasive 
therapies [23]. Although broad-spectrum antibiot-
ics are integral in the management of sepsis, a major 
challenge associated with antibiotic therapy in sepsis 
is resistance by pathogens that adversely affects sep-
sis outcomes and increases mortality rates by approxi-
mately two-fold [7, 25]. Globally, an estimated 214,000 
deaths due to neonatal sepsis are thought to be caused 
by resistant pathogens [26, 27].

Furthermore, apart from antimicrobial agents, novel 
adjunctive therapies such as synthetic antimicrobial pep-
tides, anti-inflammatory agents, immunomodulators, 
blood purification and antioxidants are being explored 
and have shown some additive benefits on survival in 
sepsis patients [28]. Many of these alternative interven-
tions for sepsis fails to reproduce efficacy in clinical prac-
tice. This disparity can be explained by sepsis-induced 
pharmacokinetic alteration, leading to poor biodistribu-
tion with compromised efficacy and safety of commonly 
used therapeutic agents, thus increased the risk of treat-
ment failure or resistance development [29, 30]. Host 
response in sepsis triggers the systemic release of vari-
ous cytokines, reactive oxygen species and other biomol-
ecules which interfere with cellular functions hampering 
the pharmacokinetic profile of the therapeutic agents. 
Initial hypovolaemia resulting due to vasodilatation, cap-
illary leak and the subsequent need for large volumes of 
infusion fluids lead to an increase in the volume of distri-
bution  (VD). Thus, endothelial dysfunction, increased in 
 VD and other associated conditions cause subtherapeutic 
plasma concentrations of antimicrobials and treatment 
failure [29]. Other challenges that impede efficacy include 
short half-life, lack of tissue or cell-specific targeting, and 
poor water solubility and bioavailability of many anti-
inflammatories as well as antioxidant agents. Also, agents 
such as peptides exhibiting significant in  vitro anti-
inflammatory activity fail to reproduce the effect in vivo 
due to metabolism by cellular enzymes. Furthermore, the 
complex pathophysiology involving the cytokine storm 
with multiple pathways, needs a multipronged approach 
as a single drug may not be effective. Antitoxin drugs also 
encounter the challenges of the removal of bacterial tox-
ins due to poor selectivity.
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Nanotechnology presents significant benefits for over-
coming the challenges mentioned above for the diagnosis 
and management of sepsis. Currently, nanotechnology-
based solutions are being evaluated for the identification 
of infections, the identification of organ dysfunction and 
for providing solutions in point-of-care settings for diag-
nosis of immune dysregulation [31]. Nano-biotechnology 
based sensors, such as electrochemical, optical, magnetic 
and immunosensors, have been explored and emerg-
ing alternatives with enhanced sensitivity and specificity 
providing quicker and reliable results compared to con-
ventional methods [11]. The physicochemical properties 
of nanoparticles (NPs) including size, shape and large 
surface-area-to-volume ratios favour longer circulatory 
half-lives and target specific biodistribution profiles, 
compared to the free drug, thus improving antimicrobial, 
anti-inflammatory and antioxidant activity. Importantly, 
NPs surfaces can be functionalized with multiple agents 
that target a specific type of cell. Many organic and inor-
ganic based polymers and carrier components, used in 
nanosystems, have shown some antimicrobial and anti-
inflammatory properties, which give added benefits in 
infection management. These added and synergistic anti-
microbial activity helps to overcome antibiotic resistance 
and can be useful as an antibiotic sparing strategy [32]. 
Several researchers are using this phenomenon for devel-
oping hybrid nanoformulations, wherein therapeutic 
benefits can be maximized by targeting multiple physi-
ological processes involved in sepsis progression. Such 
hybrid formulations have been synthesized by combin-
ing antimicrobial agents and anti-inflammatory activity 
which has survival benefits [33]. Hybrid nanoformula-
tions can also provide the benefit of faster and sensitive 
diagnosis while photodynamic effects induced by nano-
systems can be used simultaneously for extracorporeal 
blood disinfection [34]. Nanotechnology-based systems, 
therefore, provide a platform for innovation in areas such 
as target-specific drug delivery, reduction in drug-related 
adverse effects, and enhanced drug activity for effective 
diagnosis and management of sepsis.

Thus far, we found reviews on nanotechnology applica-
tions to sepsis regarding diagnostics [31] biosensors [11] 
and nanotherapeutics using promising applications of 
TLR inhibitors [35]. Furthermore, Khan et al. have sum-
marized devices and surfaces fortified with metal and 
metal oxide nanoparticles, which is useful in controlling 
sepsis [36]. Thus far, only Yuk et al. have briefly summa-
rized nanotechnological applications for both the diag-
nosis and management of sepsis [37]. However, several 
advancements in nanotechnology-based techniques have 
been recently reported for rapid sepsis diagnosis with 
improved sensitivity. Furthermore, considerable research 
in nanoparticle and nanoformulation based therapies 

have shown promising results in vitro and in vivo. Thus, 
there is a need for a systematic review of current updates 
on emerging nanotechnology-based diagnosis and man-
agement solutions for sepsis.

The focus of this review is to provide a comprehensive 
overview of nanodiagnostics, emerging and adjuvant 
nanotherapeutics, and nanotechnology-based preven-
tive measures, evaluated for sepsis diagnosis and man-
agement. Initially, an updated consensus definition of 
sepsis, pathophysiological considerations, and chal-
lenges associated with sepsis diagnosis and management 
are presented. This is followed by a review of emerg-
ing advancements in nanotechnology for the develop-
ment of diagnostic applications and nanoformulation of 
agents utilized for sepsis management. Future perspec-
tives on the commercial potential of these products to 
improve the diagnosis and treatment of sepsis are finally 
highlighted.

Sepsis
Defining sepsis is critical as it involves multiple patho-
logical pathways during the progression of the disease. 
Thus, this section reviews the currently modified sepsis 
definition and pathophysiology of sepsis. For diagnosis 
and management, there is no one-size-fits-all approach 
and hence various applications are presented on current 
diagnostic and management practices, along with chal-
lenges thereof.

Definition
The definition of sepsis has changed over the years since 
the terms systemic inflammatory response syndrome 
(SIRS), sepsis, severe sepsis, and septic shock were ini-
tially defined in 1991 by the American College of Chest 
Physicians and the Society of Critical Care Medicine 
[2]. Previously sepsis was defined as SIRS due to infec-
tion; “severe” sepsis was associated with organ dysfunc-
tion, hypoperfusion, or hypotension; and “septic shock” 
was linked to arterial hypotension despite adequate fluid 
resuscitation.

Currently, known as ‘Sepsis 3’—sepsis is defined as a 
‘life-threatening organ dysfunction caused by a dysregu-
lated host response to infection’ [2]. The current defini-
tion recognises severity and potential lethality which 
is initiated by an invading pathogen which results in a 
process in which the body’s defence response has a del-
eterious effect upon itself [38]. Organ dysfunction is rep-
resented by an increase in the SOFA score of 2 points 
or more, which is associated with in-hospital mortality 
higher than 10%. Importantly, septic shock, a subset of 
sepsis, is clinically identified by a ‘vasopressor require-
ment to maintain a mean arterial pressure of 65 mmHg 
or greater and serum lactate level greater than 2 mmol/l 
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in the absence of hypovolemia’ [39]. Revised critical care 
guideline has been rolled out and is being implemented 
since the outbreak of COVID-19 [24].

The current definition recognises the severity implicit 
by the term sepsis, and namely that sepsis is initiated by 
an invading pathogen and results in a process in which 
the body’s response is inappropriate. This pathophysi-
ological response can culminate in multi-organ failure, 
usually due to a combination of cardiovascular, cellular, 
coagulation and endothelial dysfunction, aptly described 
as ‘the four horsemen of the septic apocalypse’ [38] 
(Fig. 1). It is the complexity of the multiple pathophysi-
ological pathways of sepsis hinders the effective diagnosis 

and treatment of all the manifestations of sepsis. It has 
been recognised that timely diagnosis is essential so that 
treatment can be instigated as early as possible to ensure 
the best outcome, as a delay in treatment is associated 
with higher mortality [40, 41]. An understanding of the 
pathophysiology of sepsis is critical for both diagnostics 
and therapeutics, and an overview of key points are pre-
sented and revisited in more detail where applicable.

Pathophysiology of sepsis
There is a general acceptance that the pathophysiol-
ogy of sepsis is considered as an initial hyperinflamma-
tory phase that lasts for several days, followed by a more 

Infection/ Endotoxins Pathogen induced injury

PAMP DAMP

Cellular Defence System

Pro-inflammatory MediatorsCoagulation

Multiorgan Dysfunction

Cellular 
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Endothelial 
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CV
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Reduced Tissue 
Perfusion

Immune Cells
Immune Activation

Plasma Protein System

Fig. 1 Pathophysiological changes in sepsis due to infection. Release of danger signal molecules (PAMP/ DAMP) activates the immune cells that 
mediate responses at the plasma protein level and the cellular level. Further downstream processes cause alterations in blood supply and oxygen 
consumption, leading to organ dysfunction
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protracted immunosuppressive phase [38, 42]. These two 
phases are associated with increased mortality and the 
current death distribution indicates two peaks; one of 
which manifests during the early phase albeit to a lesser 
extent, and another second peak after 2–3  months that 
continues to increase over the next 3 years [43, 44]. The 
peak mortality rate in the early period is attributed to 
an overwhelming inflammatory response, also known 
as a “cytokine storm,” which comprises fever, refractory 
shock, inadequate resuscitation, and cardiac or pulmo-
nary failure. Mortality during the latter period is due to 
protracted immunosuppression with secondary infec-
tions, culminating in organ injury and/or failure. Despite 
sophisticated ICU care resulting in improved mortal-
ity, patients may still die at a later period or after sev-
eral years owing to the persistent immunosuppression, 
immune dysfunction, or chronic catabolism [41].

It is therefore of interest to understand the pathophysi-
ological events that lead to and underpin the cytokine 
storm and the primary role-players contributing to 
immunosuppressive state as it leads to increased mortal-
ity in patients. Hence the new definition correctly alludes 
to the immune response as the key focus area.

The early hyperinflammatory phase of the disorder is a 
series of steps leading to the cytokine storm. Early acti-
vation of both the innate and adaptive immune response 
is involved in the pathogenesis of sepsis [39]. The detec-
tion of the invading pathogen initiates the inflammatory 
response (IR). Host immune cells express pattern recog-
nition receptors (PRP), on extracellular surfaces and in 
the cytosol, viz. Toll-like receptors (TLRs) and Nod-like 
receptors (NODs), respectively. TLRs are essential for 
pathogen detection, recognising ‘pathogen-associated 
molecular patterns’ (PAMPS) from pathogens, and recog-
nising ‘damage-associated molecular patterns’ (DAMPS) 
from damaged endogenous cells. The overstimulation of 
TLRs by DAMPS may promote the IR in sepsis. NODs 
detect pathogens that invade the cytosol, leading to the 
formation of inflammasomes, promoting the produc-
tion of inflammatory cytokines [40]. This promotes an 
‘inflammatory state with activation of leucocytes, com-
plement and coagulation pathways that underpin the 
endothelial, cellular and cardiovascular dysfunction 
that characterises sepsis’ [45]. Others indicate that dis-
ruptions in the normal homeostatic mechanisms of the 
immune and neuroendocrine systems during sepsis, alter 
cellular energy processes, disrupting endothelial and epi-
thelial functions, which can ultimately cause dysfunction 
at the organ level [46] (Fig. 1).

The more protracted immunosuppressive phase is 
complex, multifactorial process stemming from immune 
cell depletion, due to uncontrolled apoptotic events 
as the primary mechanism of sepsis-induced immune 

suppression. Understandably if the key role players in 
the innate and natural IR is involved, the likelihood of 
the patient succumbing to secondary infections is greatly 
increased. Post-mortem findings are consistent with 
sepsis-induced immune cell apoptosis has now been 
confirmed in several post-mortem studies; it affects all 
age groups (neonatal, paediatric and adult populations) 
[42]. Indeed, Cao et al. (2019) describe the cells involved. 
Sepsis rapidly triggers profound apoptosis in cells rep-
resenting nonspecific IR viz. macrophages/monocytes, 
dendritic cells, NK cells, γδ T cells, and those represent-
ing the specific IR viz. CD4 + T cells, and B cells. How-
ever, apoptosis of neutrophils is delayed, and Treg cells 
are more resistant to sepsis-induced apoptosis [38]. In 
particular, therapeutic perspectives targeting apoptosis 
through various strategies could improve survival in sep-
sis. Of importance is the consideration of what actually 
triggers this type of response instead of the patient over-
coming the primary and secondary infections, which lead 
to death.

The complex pathophysiology of sepsis is a setback for 
the effective diagnosis and treatment of the disease; how-
ever, based on our current understanding of the patho-
physiology of sepsis, novel diagnostic and therapeutic 
interventions are possible for a heterogeneous patient 
population. Biomarkers which include expression pat-
terns may aid in stratifying patients into more homoge-
neous subgroups or in developing targeted therapeutic 
interventions. Furthermore, one must determine whether 
the patient is in the early hyperinflammatory phase of the 
disorder or has entered the more protracted immunosup-
pressive phase.

Diagnosis of sepsis and challenges
Sepsis differs from the localized microbial infection in 
terms of host response which is dysregulated, general-
ized, with signs and symptoms, which are nonspecific 
[47]. For example, fever is a typical clinical reaction indi-
cating the onset of a host response. At the same time, 
hyperthermia is common in critically ill patients, which is 
not always indicative of the presence of infection. Moreo-
ver, tachycardia and leukopenia are present in critically ill 
patients or may be due to other underlying pathological 
conditions. Most often, sepsis can sometimes be underdi-
agnosed in patients with hypoxia, and low platelet count 
but lacking evidence of infection or overdiagnosis can 
occur in postoperative patients on antibiotic therapy pre-
senting with fever [13, 47]. Due to this, systemic inflam-
matory response syndrome (SIRS) criteria were proven to 
be unreliable and the application of such criteria is not 
recommended in sepsis diagnosis [20].

In addition to symptom-based diagnosis, culture 
reports from body fluids, preferably blood, is the most 
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confirmatory and reliable means of diagnosis, but the 
assay time of 24 h to 48 h restricts their early clinical use-
fulness [48]. Unfortunately, around 30–40% of presumed 
sepsis cases of infected patients that are found to be cul-
ture-negative, which may be attributed to prior/ongoing 
antibiotic therapy or colony-forming units below detect-
able levels [20, 31]. Hence, due to the aforementioned 
diagnostic challenges, tracking using valid biomarkers 
which will allow for early therapeutic intervention, and 
improved patient outcomes is a key focus area in sepsis 
diagnosis. Biomarkers for sepsis are helpful in the iden-
tification of presence or absence of infection, the severity 
of disease condition, and the patient’s response to treat-
ment [47]. C-reactive protein (CRP) is a widely studied 
acute-phase protein, triggered by both infection and 
inflammation leading to its augmentation, and despite 
high sensitivity, lack of specificity, restricts its application 
in sepsis diagnosis. Also extensively reported, procalci-
tonin (PCT) is perhaps a more specific marker than CRP, 
which is released during systemic inflammation caused 
by a bacterial infection [49]. However, other non-inflam-
matory diseases, such as burns, pancreatitis, or traumas, 
are found to influence the levels of both biomarkers.

Proven complexities and variable times of individual 
biomarker expression makes a single biomarker for sepsis 
diagnosis inappropriate, especially in critically ill patients. 
Development of combinations or panels of biomarkers 
for sepsis diagnosis is an emerging research area show-
ing better reliability than individual biomarkers; however, 
further studies are needed to optimize the combinations 
of biomarkers. Also, patient stratification is critical, as we 
previously mentioned, a more personalised approach will 
overcome the attendant drawbacks of patient heteroge-
neity. Sepsis is associated with a cascade of pro-inflam-
matory and anti-inflammatory cytokines with variations 
in their occurrences according to the stages of sepsis. In 
the situation of a heterogeneous patient population, nan-
odiagnostic approaches have potential to serve as rapid 
and sensitive detection methods. Thus, patients can be 
stratified through early biomarker analysis that may help 
to implement the personalized medicines [50].

Management of sepsis and challenges
Current Surviving Sepsis Guidelines provide up-to-date, 
evidence-based strategies in the management of sepsis, 
irrespective of etiologies [24, 51]. Unfortunately, it seems 
impossible to have a single multimodal and specific med-
icine as an ‘antisepsis’ [23]. Management of sepsis is mul-
tifaceted and includes early resuscitation, vasopressors, 
ventilation support, steroids, glucose control, antico-
agulants and anti-inflammatories [24, 51]. Despite these 
guided approaches, there are many practical challenges 
in sepsis management, such as setting hemodynamic 

targets, selection of a type of fluid, as well as challenges in 
the application of the recommended therapies.

Fluid administration is a cornerstone in the manage-
ment of hemodynamic instability, optimizing its adminis-
tration is still challenging. Bolus administration of fluids 
may reduce arterial elastance leading to vasodilatation 
and the hyperdynamic state, while excessive fluid admin-
istration is associated with organ dysfunction and death 
[52]. Thus to avoid delayed hemodynamic stabilization, 
the early initiation of a vasopressor is recommended, 
but most of the vasopressors are lacking information on 
safe and effective doses [53]. Although antibiotic therapy 
is central in sepsis management, inappropriate therapy 
within the first 24 h leads to eight-fold higher, in-hospital 
mortality (Log-rank p = 0.0007). In contrast, a 74% higher 
progression in the inflammatory response, in inadequate 
empirical antibiotic therapy compared to adequate has 
been reported previously [54]. Other challenges associ-
ated with antibiotic therapy are hemodynamic altera-
tions, leading to subtherapeutic dosing, and variations in 
resistance patterns amongst different regions [7, 52].

Despite the use of supportive therapy and timely 
administration, antibiotics are often ineffective and show 
little impact on lowering the mortality rate due to sepsis 
[55]. The immune paralysis associated with sepsis pre-
disposes critically ill patients to secondary infections, 
including breakthrough infections, by multidrug-resist-
ant (MDR) bacteria. Therefore, these patients require 
specific strategies directed to restore the function of 
immune response beyond the antibiotic therapy and 
standard supportive treatments. These adjuvant therapies 
can, therefore help the immune system by preventing 
immune-paralysis or attenuating inflammatory responses 
[23, 55]. Emerging data on adjuvant therapies ranging 
from extracorporeal blood purification techniques to var-
ious pharmacological approaches, including inhibition 
of proinflammatory cytokines, immunomodulation and 
antioxidant activity, presents novel sepsis research and in 
preclinical models found to be potentially active.

Application of nanotechnology in diagnosis 
and management of sepsis
The application of nanotechnology-based solutions for 
clinical challenges is emerging and provides an array of 
opportunities in the diagnosis and management of criti-
cal illness [56]. Nanotechnology has shown potential in 
tackling microbial infection, including infections caused 
by resistance pathogens and thus revolutionizing the 
antimicrobial field [32]. Herein we discuss all these nano-
technology-based solutions in sepsis diagnosis and man-
agement by categorizing them as per their application 
and mechanism.
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Nanotechnologies in diagnosis
Diagnosis of sepsis is often based on biosensors that 
measure biological or chemical reactions. The biosensors 
are devices that generate a signal in proportion to con-
centrations of analyte in biological samples. Biosensors, 
in general, are composed of different components such as 
analyte, bioreceptors, signal transducers and display pan-
els [57]. Biosensors have the ability to measure minuscule 
signals from various bodily fluids using a small number of 
samples [58]. Nanotechnology-based biosensors provide 
a novel approach to diagnostics with improved sensitivity 
for biomarkers and processing time without the require-
ment of specialized skills. The biomarkers in sepsis man-
agement are often evaluated for diagnostic, prognostic, 
monitoring, surrogate and stratification purposes [59]. 
A small set of biomarkers have been successful in clini-
cal diagnosis for sepsis, which includes CRP, PCT, and 
Interleukin-6 (IL-6) [15, 60]. We describe the application 
of nanotechnology with regards to the detection of the 
biomarkers mentioned above.

Advancement and use of nanomaterials to detect vari-
ous biomarkers have provided a new paradigm for the 
development of novel biosensors with the capability to 
monitor the level of any biomarker in different biological 
media such as whole blood, plasma, serum, cellular fluid 
or any other. A variety of analytical devices employed 
for sepsis diagnosis comprises different types of biosen-
sors such as electrochemical, immunosensors and others. 
Herein, we discussed applications of nanotechnology in 
the development of biosensors mentioned above in detail 
with their features.

Electrochemical sensors
The electrochemical detection method has been widely 
used in portable biosensor devices and comprise of a 
chemical (molecular) recognition system and a physico-
chemical transducer in which the electrochemical sen-
sor transforms chemical responses into an analytical 
signal [61]. Electrochemical biosensors applications are 
more commonly used for the detection of various bio-
markers due to their sensitivity, selectivity, and repro-
ducibility (Cho et  al., 2018). CRP is a common sepsis 
biomarker, which is released either in response to infec-
tion or cytokine stimulation, in particular IL-6, during 
inflammation. The exact role of CRP in inflammation is 
unknown, but it may bind with bacterial components, 
enabling clearance by macrophages [15]. The level of CRP 
in a healthy individual is less than 10 mg/L, but the initial 
rise is reported in 4–6 h after tissue injury and peaks by 
several hundred folds within 24–48  h [62]. CRP exhib-
its good correlation with the severity of the infection 
and thus helps in early diagnosis in sepsis patients [63]. 
Ibupoto et  al. (2012), for the first time, fabricated ZnO 

nanotubes functionalized with monoclonal anti-C-reac-
tive protein clone CRP-8 (antibody), by a simple physical 
adsorption method used for the detection of CRP (Fig. 1). 
ZnO exhibits distinctive properties such as high isoelec-
tric point (IEP) of 9.5 enabling the low IEP biomolecules 
(CRP) to bind with the ZnO surface, higher resistance for 
dissolution at the normal biological pH of 7.4, as well as 
higher polar properties contributing for about 60% ionic 
bonding characteristics. Application of ZnO nanomate-
rial in electrochemical biosensors are facilitated by high 
IEP, potentiating strong bonding with the immobilized 
antibody, and the piezoelectric property helps to generate 
the voltage along the CRP induced charged environment 
(Fig.  2a–c). Additionally, small size, extended surface to 
volume ratios, simple enzyme immobilization techniques 
and fast flow of the analyte through the sensors proved to 
be more rapid, sensitive, selective and reproducible rela-
tive to those of bulk ZnO devices. Antibody immobilized 
ZnO nanotubes based sensors, have shown a linear range 
of detection from 1.0 × 10−5 to 1.0 × 100 mg/L [64]. Addi-
tionally, Gupta et al. (2014) reported on highly sensitive, 
selective, facile, low cost and label-free electrochemical 
sensing, using a carbon nanofiber-based biosensor plat-
form. Functionalized carbon nanofiber tip surface and 
probe (anti-CRP) immobilization were developed for the 
detection of CRP and was shown to detect CRP within a 
clinically relevant range of ~ 90 pM or ~ 11 ng/ml [65].

PCT has emerged as a sepsis biomarker that differen-
tiates bacterial infections from inflammatory responses, 
contrary to CRP, which lacks specificity for bacterial 
infections. PCT is a prohormone (peptide precursor) of 
calcitonin, secreted by the thyroid in a healthy person, 
and the presence of bacterial toxins can significantly 
elevate the serum PCT levels. To estimate the PCT lev-
els, Liu and Wang (2015) developed an electrochemical 
immunoassay based on gold nanoparticles and ferrocene. 
They created a sandwich structure by using ferrocene-
modified-Au-nanoparticles, labelled with PCT antibody 
(AB-I) as an electrochemical sign probe, and PCT-anti-
body (Ab-II)-modified gold electrode as an immunosen-
sor, both reacting with PCT [66]. The properties of gold 
nanoparticles include a sizeable specific surface area, 
biocompatibility, low electrical resistance and the ability 
to load more ferrocene to help to enhance the electro-
chemical amplification signal, which accelerates electron 
transfer between the probe and the electrode. The PCT 
immunosensor exhibited excellent linearity and the 
limit of detection was 0.8 pg/mL in clinical samples and 
did not vary when compared to detection using ELISA, 
thus showing reliability. Furthermore, Liu et  al. (2019) 
reported on an ultrasensitive electrochemical immu-
nosensor, based on gold nanoparticles enhanced tyra-
mide signal amplification (AuNPs-TSA) for the detection 
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of PCT. The immunosensor is composed of a nanocom-
posite prepared from gold nanoparticles, horseradish 
peroxidase (HRP), polyethylene glycol and detection 
antibody (AuNPs-HRP-PEG-Ab2) and tyramide signal 
amplification (TSA). The detection range of this electro-
chemical immunosensor is reported to be between 0.05 
and 100  ng/mL and with an ultralow limit of detection 
(LOD) of 0.1  pg/mL. This novel immunosensor offers 
benefits for PCT detection in differentiating bacterial 
and nonbacterial infections along with reproducibility, 
low LOD and notable sensitivity [67]. This immunosen-
sor has the potential for clinical application and has 
been analysed for the detection of PCT in human serum 
samples consuming lower volumes. Similarly, Sánchez-
Tirado et  al. (2017) used a sandwich-type immunoassay 
in the development of a sensitive electrochemical dual-
platform, with improved analytical performance, for the 
simultaneous determination of IL-β1 and TNF-α. Sand-
wich immunoassays, with amperometric signal ampli-
fication by using poly-HRP-streptavidin conjugates and 
hydrogen peroxide as HRP substrate and hydroquinone 
as a redox mediator, has been used for detection of both 
cytokines in serum or saliva. The general protocol for 
the development of electrochemical immunosensor is 

given in Fig.  2d and calibration plots are in Fig.  2e and 
f. The significant advantage of the dual immunosensor 
is an approximate four-fold reduction in assay time and 
40-fold reduction in reagents consumption compared to 
ELISA protocol [68].

A new group of nanomaterials, the nanozymes, are 
emerging as alternatives to natural enzymes by overcom-
ing the challenges of natural enzymes, such as a con-
served working environment, stability, storage and cost. 
Recently Mahmudunnabi et  al. (2020) summarized the 
applications of nanozymes in electrochemical biosen-
sors for the detection of disease biomarkers along with 
bacterial species [69]. Such nanoenzyme based strategy 
has been reported to detect CRP in blood by citicoline-
bovine serum albumin conjugates and aptamer-function-
alized gold nanoparticles nanozymes with high accuracy 
and sensitivity [70]. Moreover, the use of nanozymes-
based electrochemical biosensors have the potential to 
revolutionize on-site detection of a bacterial pathogen 
[71].

Immunosensors
Immunosensors are analytical devices that use specific 
antibody (monoclonal, polyclonal and recombinant 

Fig. 2 Schematic presentation of general protocol and principle of different electrochemical sensors. a Potentiometric antibody immobilized ZnO 
nanotubes-based biosensor for the detection of CRP; the calibration curve of bare ZnO nanotubes for CRP-antigen (b) and antibody immobilized 
ZnO nanotubes for CRP (c) [64]. d Different steps involved in the preparation of the dual electrochemical immunosensor for multiplexed 
determination of IL-1b and TNF-α cytokines. Calibration plots for IL-1b (e) and TNF-α (f) obtained with the dual poly-HRP-Strept-Biotin-anti-IL-I
L1b-anti-IL-Phe-DWCNTs/SPCE and poly-HRP-Strept-Biotin-anti-TNF-TNF-α-anti-TNF-Phe-DWCNTs/SPCE immunosensor [68]
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antibodies) antigen reactions and provide a sensitive and 
selective tool for the determination of immunoreagents, 
which can be applied to sepsis biomarkers successfully. 
Application of immunosensors in disease diagnosis is 
an attractive option due to its high affinity to antibod-
ies, low dissociation constant, signal amplification, high 
sensitivity, simplicity in fabrication, low cost, reproduc-
ibility and reliability. Conventional immunosensors using 
classical antibodies to detect clinically relevant antigens 
face challenges like sensitivity and operational condi-
tions. Emerging nanotechnology is promising in detec-
tions of biomarkers using immunological assays with an 
enhanced intensity of the electrochemical signal. Nano-
bodies (Nbs), termed single-domain antigen-binding 
fragments, offer distinct advantages of smaller size, sol-
ubility, stability, strict monomeric behaviour and anti-
gen specificity, beneficial for developing biosensors, and 
understanding biological processes, as well as for the 
generation of innovative therapeutics for the treatment of 
diseases.

Li et  al. (2014) explored sensitive and specific PCT 
immunosensing, by combining characteristic Nbs, 

identified and isolated from a camel, with the advan-
tageous silica-coated CdTe QD nanoparticles (CdTe@
SiO2) for the nanoparticle-assisted signal amplification 
to generate a highly sensitive detection method with 
significantly increased signal amplification (Fig. 3a). The 
use of this sandwich immunoassay with NbI as a cap-
ture antibody for the immobilization on chitosan–gra-
phene nanocomposite (GR–CS) modified glassy carbon 
electrode (GCE) as a PCT capturing reagent (NbI-GR-
GS-GCE) and NbII as a detection antibody for conjuga-
tion with CdTe@SiO2 nanoparticles for PCT detection 
(CdTe@SiO2/NbII) yields more signal intensity of about 
fourfold. A detection limit for PCT was low as 3.4 pg/
mL with a linear relationship with the concentration of 
PCT and was successfully tested in clinical samples as 
well [72]. Recently, Liu et  al. (2019) reported another 
type of sandwich-type electrochemical immunosensor 
for the detection of PCT constructed by layer-by-layer 
modification of the glassy carbon electrode with new 
label nanocomposites. A new nanocomposite hybrid 
was designed by combination of  MoO3/ Au@rGO and 
a schematic representation is given in the figure below 

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the sandwich immunoassays: a NbI-GR-GS-GCE as a PCT capturing sensor and CdTe@SiO2/NbII to detect the 
PCT by ECL. The preparation of the CdTe@SiO2/NbII is also shown (dashed line box) [72]. b Fabrication of the electrochemical immunosensor for 
the detection of PCT [73] c Principle for Electrochemical Immunoassay Based on Poly[G]-Functionalized Silica NPs [74] d Assembly procedure of 
ALP-Ab2-GNPs/PSA bioconjugates [75]
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(Fig. 3b). These transition metal oxides have been used 
as co-catalysts due to a synergistic effect or bifunc-
tional mechanism.  MoO3 nanorods provide improved 
electrocatalytic activity and stability for the oxidation–
reduction reaction, while the Au/graphene nanosheet 
as the signal amplification material, exhibits excellent 
sensitivity and detection limits due to their enhanced 
electron transfer and catalytic activities. The electro-
chemical immunosensor exhibits a wide working range 
from 0.01 pg/mL to 10 ng/mL and a detection limit of 
0.002  pg/mL. Thus, both immunosensors mentioned 
above, with highly sensitive and specific PCT detec-
tion, have an application for point-of-care diagnostics 
of sepsis and systemic inflammation processes [73].

Apart from PCT, tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), 
a potent cytokine biomarker, is also involved in a wide 
range of pathological and physiological processes, act-
ing as an endogenous mediator for inflammation and 
immunity. Highly sensitive methods of detection for 
TNF-α is of prime importance as its occurrence in bio-
logical samples is very low. Therefore, Wang et al. (2006) 
developed a sensitive biosensor involving a dual-signal 
amplification by poly[G]-functionalized silica NPs and 
catalytic oxidation of guanine (G) for the detection of 
TNF-α. The poly[G]- and avidin-functionalized silica 
NP label was prepared by covalent binding of poly[G] 
and avidin to the silica NP surface using the conven-
tional coupling reagent (Fig. 3c). The dual signal ampli-
fication for the detection of TNF-α is accomplished via 
an immunological reaction. In an initial step, sandwich 
immunoreaction between poly(guanine)-functionalized 
silica NP label accumulates a large number of guanine 
residues on the electrode surface followed by the intro-
duction of Ru(bpy)3

2+ that leads to oxidation of guanine 
and thus improves anodic current [74]. This dual-signal 
amplification by poly[G]-functionalized silica NPs and 
catalytic oxidation of guanine can detect TNF-α at a 
lower concentration of ~ 0.05 ng/ mL.

Another method of detection of TNF-α, using electro-
chemical immunosensor based on alkaline phosphatase 
functionalized nanospheres, was reported by Yin et  al. 
(2011). A multi-enzyme functionalized label was pre-
pared by assembling gold nanoparticles on the surface of 
poly (styrene-acrylic acid) (GNP-PSA) nanospheres that 
conjugate alkaline phosphatase (ALP) (Fig.  3d). TNF-α 
antibody was immobilized on the composite prepared 
by electro-polymerization of polyaniline doped with 
poly (acrylic acid) at the glass carbon electrode [75]. 
The amperometrically measured electrochemical signals 
were linearly related to the antigen concentration (0.02–
200.00  ng/mL) with the LOD of 0.01  ng/mL. A novel 
immunosensor based on alkaline phosphatase is more 
sensitive, stable and reproducible for detection of TNF-α 

at a lower concentration and may have future applica-
tions in diagnosis.

Molinero-Fernández et  al. (2020) recently presented 
CRP detection by micromotor-based immunoassay 
(MIm) for early sepsis diagnosis in plasma of preterm 
infants with suspected sepsis. Micromotors constructed 
by three layers, namely, an outer layer for antibody func-
tionalization, an intermediate Ni layer for magnetic guid-
ance and stopped-flow operations and an inner catalytic 
layer of PtNPs for catalytic bubble propulsion [76]. The 
outer layer is biofunctionalized with carbon black (CB), 
reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNTs). The most attractive features of 
this newly reported immunoassay are the rapid, reliable 
detection using low sample volume (< 10 μL) and without 
dilution. However, validation of this immunoassay for the 
detection of CRP levels in the adults is awaited.

Miscellaneous nanosensors
More profound insights and knowledge of pathophysi-
ological changes involved in sepsis, open up new oppor-
tunities in early diagnosis of sepsis. Recent advancements 
in diagnostic tools and emerging techniques, in a com-
bination of different nanoparticles, provide rapid, highly 
selective and sensitive detection methods. Apart from the 
aforementioned electrochemical biosensors and immu-
nosensors, other diagnostic approaches which utilize the 
principals of optical and magnetic resonance properties 
in conjunction with nanoparticles, have been reported, 
with a wide range of detection from protein biomarkers 
to pathogens. In an in-depth review, Mocan et al. (2017), 
reported on the different optical nanosensors, efficiently 
detecting pathogenic bacteria by various methods [77]. 
There is a series of articles on the application of T2 mag-
netic resonance-based techniques, combined with nano-
particles, for the detection of fungal species (candida) 
in clinical samples, which were also evaluated in clinical 
studies [78–80]. Hu et al. (2016) reported on CRP detec-
tion using immunofluorescent nanospheres (containing 
332 ± 8 CdSe/ZnS quantum dots) that are stable for a 
more extended period (6 months) with an optical detec-
tion method [81]; while Kitayama and Takeuchi (2014) 
reported on CRP detection by grafting poly (2-methacry-
loyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine) onto gold nanoparticles 
[82]. Additionally, superparamagnetic iron oxide nano-
particles (SPIONs)-based biosensors platform have also 
been developed for the detection of changes in cellular 
uptake processes, using a contrast agent which is used in 
MRI [83].

In the recently reported study, ROS detection was per-
formed by a dual-mode biosensor using both magnetic 
relaxation switching (MRSw) and fluorescence-based 
detection methods [84]. For MRSw based detection, 
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initially, PEGylated bilirubin (PEG-BR)-coated SPIONs 
(PEG-BR@SPIONs) were developed by simple sonication 
via ligand exchange which was later coated with a near 
infra-red (NIR) fluorescent dye. Thus, the report revealed 
the possibilities of detection of ROS by a combination 
of different methods. This dual detection approach may 
have further potential for future application in diseases 
with excessive ROS production.

The simultaneous improvement in the exploration for 
novel biomarkers using nanotechnology with different 
diagnostic and prognostic potential is key in strength-
ening sepsis diagnosis. There are few novel biomark-
ers which have been tested for acute infections which 
are promising. These include citrullinated histone H3 
(CitH3), soluble triggering receptor expressed on myeloid 
cells-1 (sTREM-1), soluble urokinase-type plasminogen 
receptor (suPAR), proadrenomedullin (pro-ADM), and 
presepsin [15, 85]. Considering the scope and limitation 
of the article, we will highlight the recent most promising 
novel biomarkers.

The existence of excessive neutrophil extracellular traps 
(NETs) has been explored in sepsis. NETs are of physi-
ological significance with the ability to immobilize and 
kill a broad range of pathogens. However, NETs are also 
responsible for organ damage through interferance with 
tissue function, thrombosis and the autoimmune system. 
The NETs are often associated with citrullinated histones 
(CitH3) in the extracellular space of neutrophils [85]. 
Although the pathophysiological mechanism of CitH3 
in sepsis is unknown, it has been shown to contribute to 
endothelial dysfunction, which is exarcerbated through 
positive feedback. Importantly, CitH3 concentration in 
blood can be detected as early as 30 min after endotoxic 
shock, and remains detectable for around 24  h, mak-
ing it a more reliable biomarker compared to PCT and 
interleukin-1β and interleukin-6 [86]. The applicability 
of detecting CitH3 with high sensitivity has been recently 
demonstrated by Park et  al. (2019) by constructing the 
“integrated nano optoelectronic biosensor” (iNOBS) 
device. The iNOBS device utilizes the combined effects 
of nanoscale plasmonic and photoelectronic effects for 
detection of CitH3. The iNOBS device was constructed 
using gold nanohemispheres (AuNHs), functionalizing 
with high-affinity CitH3 monoclonal antibodies incor-
porated with a photoconductive channel of localized 
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) sensors layer above 
molybdenum disulfide (MoS2). This newly constructed 
iNOBS-based label-free binding assay demonstrated 
highly sensitive detection of CitH3. Key features of this 
device include 250-fold lower LOD (0.87  pg  mL −1 (56 
fM)) than ELISA, an extended dynamic range [105], least 
processing time (20  min), and a requirement of small 
sample volume (2.5 μL). The detection of CitH3 was also 

performed with samples from the CLP-induced sepsis 
mouse model and showed a 100-fold faster measurement 
than the conventional western blot technique [87]. This 
study finding and emerging reports on the reliability of 
CitH3 demonstrate potential for its application for point-
of-care clinical settings. A brief overview of the general 
assembly and limit of detection for the above-mentioned 
sensors are summarized in Table 1.

Nanotechnology in antimicrobial treatment
The twenty-first century is becoming the “post-antibi-
otic” era due to the evolution of drug-resistant patho-
gens, as well as a dry pipeline in antibiotic research. The 
search for new and safer antibacterial drugs is at risk due 
to low returns; thus, the focus has shifted to targeted 
drug delivery to enhance local potency, while simultane-
ously reducing the untoward effects of antimicrobials. 
Application of nanotechnology in antimicrobial drugs 
provides distinct benefits other than the structural fea-
tures, such as overcoming resistance [88] while avoiding 
its further development and causing fewer side effects 
than conventional antibiotics. Furthermore, nanoparticle 
formulations can prolong the half-life of the loaded anti-
biotic and serve as a sustained-release system, reducing 
the frequency of administration and improving thera-
peutic index [89]. Also, active targeting of an antibiotic 
to bacteria in an infected tissue is another strategy that 
can enhance the therapeutic index of antibiotics, while 
as vaccine adjuvant or delivery vehicles were shown to 
evoke more efficient immune responses. Besides this, 
many nanomaterials possess potent inherent antimicro-
bial properties than their bulk form, combating antibiotic 
resistance. Of significance, the potential of some antimi-
crobial nanotherapeutics is advantageous in inhibiting 
biofilms generation and targeting intracellular pathogens 
[32]. This section describes the nanotechnology applica-
tions broadly in different categories such as with antibiot-
ics, antimicrobial peptides and other antimicrobials.

Antibiotic loaded nanoformulations
Surviving sepsis guidelines strongly recommend rapid-
ity in the administration of broad-spectrum antibiotics 
such as carbapenems or extended-spectrum β-lactamase 
inhibitors combinations [51]. Despite its broad-spectrum 
antibacterial activity with favourable safety, carbapenems 
possess certain limitations in terms of emerging resist-
ance, short circulation half-life and administration of 
high dosage. A strategy to counter carbapenem resist-
ance and improve therapeutic efficacy, carbapenems-
loaded gold nanoparticles were reported to show a 
several-fold reduction in carbapenem MICs (minimum 
inhibitory concentration) [90]. Similar findings have been 
reported by Abdelkader et al., wherein, encapsulation of 
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a time-dependent antibiotic, meropenem, into chitosan-
based nanostructures using an ionic gelation method, 
demonstrated antibacterial potency against resistant 
pathogens, as well as improved pharmacokinetics in a 
septic animal model. This improved antibacterial potency 
can be attributed to the polycationic nature of chitosan 
(CS), which enhances interactions with the negatively 
charged bacterial cell walls and cytoplasmic membranes, 
thus facilitating higher drug penetration into the bac-
terial cells. The incorporation of meropenem into CS 
nanoparticles shows a statistically significant reduction 
in bacterial count in blood (CFU/mL), and survival rate 
(100%) with the drug-loaded nanoparticle dispersions 
during the 48 h, which was significantly higher than the 
untreated control group (p < 0.05) [91] (Fig. 4a).

However, for antibiotics such as Vancomycin, having a 
partially concentration-dependent activity [51]; appropri-
ate pharmacodynamic targets, improved tissue penetra-
tion and optimal clinical outcomes, are dependent on the 
trough concentration. The alternate strategy to increase 
drug potency locally is to implement infection site-spe-
cific delivery of antibiotics, which may also reduce anti-
biotic-related systemic adverse events. This strategy has 
been studied by Hussain et al. (2018) who show the thera-
peutic delivery of vancomycin-carrying porous silicon 
nanoparticles (pSiNPs), bearing cyclic 9-amino acid pep-
tide CARGGLKSC (CARG) targeting S. aureus-infected 
tissue, in a mouse lung infection model [89]. S. aureus 

though considered as an extracellular pathogen; available 
data supports its invasion of intracellular compartments, 
where it remains protected from host immune response, 
as well as antibiotics, leading to persistent infections or 
frequent relapse. CARG thus offers benefits of target-
ing intracellular pathogens along with biocompatibility, 
safety and high loading capacity. However, comparing the 
delivery of pSiNPs formulations with CARG, the deliv-
ery of CARG-pSiNPs was > fourfold effective in infected 
tissues than pSiNPs formulation. A vancomycin deliv-
ery through CARG medicated nanosystem was ~ tenfold 
effective than the free drug. The survival rates were 100% 
for CARG-pSiNP-vancomycin (1  mg/kg; n = 5), while a 
higher dose of free vancomycin (9 mg/kg) was only par-
tially effective with the survival rate of 70–80% (n = 5–7) 
(Fig.  4b). In this study, the investigational peptide is 
highly selective for MRSA but was unable to deliver a 
drug to tissues infected with Gram-negative pathogen. 
Thus, the utility of such peptide will remain for narrow-
spectrum antibiotics and this pathogen-specific targeting 
mechanism remained unclear.

Apart from the aforementioned antibiotic formula-
tions, fluoroquinolone antibiotic also received much 
attention as a nanoformulation. Fluoroquinolones exert 
antimicrobial action by inhibiting either DNA gyrase or 
topoisomerase-II and thus, inhibiting replication and 
transcription of bacterial DNA [92]. In addition to anti-
microbial effects, many drugs from the class are found 

Table 1 Summary of  different miscellaneous nanosensors using optical and  magnetic detection method for  various 
targets

Type of detection Target Components of sensor Limit of detection References

Optical detection C-reaction protein Fluorescent nanosphere (FN) contains 
332 ± 8 CdSe/ZnS quantum dots 
(QDs) conjugated with antibod-
ies to produce immunofluorescent 
nanosphere (IFN)-based lateral flow 
test strip

27.8 pM [81]

Optical detection C-reaction protein Poly(2-methacryloyloxyethyl 
phosphorylcholine)-grafted AuNPs 
(PMPC-g-AuNPs)

∼50 ng/mL [82]

Optical detection using novel quantita-
tive susceptibility mapping (QSM) MRI

Uptake of superparamagnetic 
iron-oxide NPs by mac-
rophages

– – [83]

T2 magnetic resonance Candida spp. Iron oxide nanocrystals embedded in a 
polymer matrix were conjugated to 
aminated DNA oligonucleotides

1–3 CFU/ml [79]

Magnetic relaxation switching Reactive oxygen species (ROS) Infra-red (NIR) fluorescent dye loaded 
onto PEGylated bilirubin (PEG-BR)-
coated SPIONs (PEG-BR@SPIONs)

31.49 μM [84]

Combined plasmonic and photoelec-
tronic detection

Citrullinated histones (CitH3) Gold nanohemispheres (AuNHs), 
functionalizing with CitH3 antibodies 
incorporated with photoconductive 
channel above molybdenum disulfide 
 (MoS2)

0.87 pg/mL [86]
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to affect both cellular and humoral immunity by attenu-
ating cytokine responses. Most fluoroquinolone deriva-
tives superinduce in-vitro interleukin-2 synthesis but 
inhibit the synthesis of interleukin-1 and TNF-α [93]. 
The bacterial infection creates a distinctive surrounding 
around the lesions, termed as an infectious microenvi-
ronment (IME), comprised of a more acidic pH, pres-
ence of several bacterial enzymes, and activated blood 
vessels expressing several cell adhesion molecules such 
as intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1). Zhang 
et al. (2018) developed a novel mechanism-based biore-
sponsive nanoformulation that effectively delivers the 
antibiotic, ciprofloxacin and an anti-inflammatory 
agent, (2-[(aminocarbonyl) amino]-5-(4-fluorophenyl)-
3-thiophenecarboxamide, TPCA-1). The multi-func-
tional block copolymer used in the system is sensitive 
to pH or bacterial enzymes or both, which might trig-
ger the dissembling of nanoparticles for drug release. 
The nanosystem was conjugated with ICAM-1 anti-
body, which targets the IME and localized nanoparti-
cles to release the drug in response to IME. The benefits 
were evident with better survival in the CIP + TPCA-
1-NPs-anti-ICAM-1-treatment group compared to 
the isotype control antibody-coated NPs (90% vs 50%; 

p < 0.05), while survival for free drug treatment and free 
ciprofloxacin were 40% and 30%, respectively (Fig. 4c). 
Free drug treatments showed 40% of mice survived for 
combined treatment of CIP + TPCA-1 and 30% for free 
CIP. This study has demonstrated the development of 
a novel delivery system that can target multiple targets 
in sepsis. First, application of ICAM-1 antibody leads 
to migration of the nanoparticles at the desired site, 
while inhibition of ICAM-1 by the antibody increased 
the specificity of neutrophil migration. Second, the use 
of bioresponsive nanoparticles, delivers and releases 
the drug to the infection site that helps to improve 
drug safety. Third, the nanoparticles were successfully 
loaded with both antibiotic and an anti-inflammatory 
agent, showing the possibility of multidrug loading in 
the delivery system [94]. Although, this report seems 
promising, it involved a complicated synthesis of a 
copolymer system; thus, the use of a simple synthetic 
approach will be valuable. A similar approach of tar-
geting ICAM-1 was implemented by Yang et al. (2020) 
by using a broad-spectrum fluoroquinolone antibiotic, 
sparfloxacin, and an immunosuppressant agent, tac-
rolimus, to manage inflammatory response from bac-
terial infection. This nano delivery system combined 

Fig. 4 Effect on survival by different nano-antibiotic formulations. a Meropenem-loaded nanoparticles [91] b CARG-pSiNP-vancomycin [89] c 
CIP + TPCA-1-NPs-anti-ICAM-1 [94] d γ3-PLGA/S + T NPs [95]
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the above mentioned hydrophobic drugs, loaded into 
PLGA NPs by a one-pot emulsion-based method, and 
surface functionalised with the γ3 peptide (NNQKIVN-
LKEKVAQLEA) to target inflammatory sites by bind-
ing with ICAM-1 [95]. The author proposed that this 
system, with an excellent broad-spectrum antibacte-
rial activity, could effectively reduce inflammation 
and the immune response in mice with an acute lung 
infection. The survival rate of the group that received 
γ3-PLGA/S + T NPs was greater as compared to the 
disease model (75%, vs 12.5% respectively) (Fig.  4d). 
This reported method is a simpler alternative to the 
previously described nanosystem, which is more com-
plicated [94].

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) are components of the 
gram-negative bacterial outer membrane and can acti-
vate surface receptors, triggering the interaction of LPS 
with macrophages via the CD14 receptor with the help 
of TLR4. These interactions lead to the gradual release 
of a variety of proinflammatory cytokines, such as IL-8, 
IL1-β, and IL-6, causing a severe systemic inflamma-
tory response. Targeting such interactions can allevi-
ate sepsis progression. Mishra. P. R. (2011) reported 
on a chitosan-based lipid-nanoemulsion containing an 
ionic complex of ciprofloxacin with sodium deoxycho-
late (LE-CH-CFn-SDC) and evaluated it against a lipid 
nanoemulsion of ciprofloxacin with sodium deoxy-
cholate (LE-CFn-SDC), as well as lipid nanoemulsion 
of free ciprofloxacin (LE-CFn). The findings from the 
study showed better outcomes in the order of LE-CH-
CFn-SDC > LE-CFn-SDC > LE-CFn for studied param-
eters like loading efficiency, LPS induced mortality, 
LPS induced nitrite and TNF-α release, indicating the 
role of chitosan in LPS-macrophages interaction [96]. 
Further studies with this lipid nanoemulsion delivery 
system by the same group reported similar results [97]. 
Improved antimicrobial efficacy shown by LE-CH-CFn-
SDC is attributed to the inherent antimicrobial activ-
ity of chitosan. Also, the interaction of LPS with CH 
induces a significant reduction in endotoxin release for 
CH coated formulations when compared to uncoated 
formulations. Another research group modified the 
formulation using different development methods, and 
have reported results in line with the aforementioned 
studies [98]. The formulation in this study was devel-
oped by a nano-precipitation technique comprising 
polycaprolactone (PCL) NPs for delivery of moxifloxa-
cin (MOX) as antibiotic, and rutin (RT) as an antioxi-
dant and anti-inflammatory agent. However, in this 
formulation, intracellular delivery of a lipophilic drug 
by a safer mean with improved therapeutic index is 
described, while the infection site-specificity was not 
well studied.

Nano formulations of antimicrobial peptides
Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) have emerged as a new 
strategy and regarded as a promising solution for MDR 
bacterial infection due to their extremely rapid bacte-
rial killing property [99]. Conventional antibiotics act 
on specific intracellular targets, whereas bacterial kill-
ing by AMPs is mediated through multiple mechanisms. 
The initial step is interaction with anionic bacterial 
membranes, through electrostatic interactions between 
the positively charged amino acids and the negatively 
charged cell surface, followed by hydrophobic interac-
tions between the amphipathic domains of the peptide 
and the membrane phospholipids, leading to physical 
damage of the bacterial morphology [100]. The rapid 
bacterial killing kinetics through multimodal mecha-
nisms reduces the risk of resistance development against 
these AMPs and may serve as a unique alternative against 
MDR bacterial infections.

Due to the unique features of AMPs and multimodal 
antibacterial mechanisms, much research interest is 
growing in combining AMPs with conventional antibiot-
ics, based on the synergistic activity between these two. 
Further, AMPs can enhance the permeability of conju-
gated antibiotics, thereby enhancing the intracellular 
concentration of antibiotics. To validate this hypothesis 
of synergism, Fan et al. (2015) developed a liposome with 
a combined short antimicrobial peptide, S-thanatin (Ts), 
with an antibiotic agent, levofloxacin (Ts-LEV-LPs) [101]. 
The liposomes were prepared by mixing cholesterol 
which prevents self-contact and self-fusion, improving 
the stability of the liposome, viz. hydrogenated soybean 
phosphatidylcholine (HSPC) and aminopropyl-polyethyl-
eneglycol (2000)-carbamyldistearoyl phosphatidylethan-
olamine (NHS-PEG2000-DSPE) to stabilize the liposome, 
and to mediate the liposome-bacterial membranes fusion. 
PEGylation prolongs drug circulation in the bloodstream. 
This prepared liposome is then loaded with levofloxacin, 
by the ammonium sulfate gradient method, with entrap-
ment efficiency of ~ 76%. The concentration-specific 
combination of levofloxacin and Ts shows synergism 
with significant improvement of bacterial clearance in a 
sepsis mouse model, compared to levofloxacin liposomal 
formulation (P < 0.05), and MICs were 2–16 lower with 
Ts-LEV-LPs than the free drug in tested 17 clinical iso-
lates of K. pneumoniae. The report proposed the underly-
ing mechanism as (a) targeted delivery through the use 
of AMP, (b) hydrophobicity of liposomes enhancing drug 
entry, (c) increased drug update due to loss of structural 
integrity of the bacterial cytoplasmic membrane and 
active efflux failure, and (d) contact drug release using 
liposomes leading to more drug uptake than free drug 
formulation [101]. Thus, the report has shown that the 
use of a combination of nanotechnology and AMP, with 
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an antibiotic agent, not only led to synergy but can be a 
feasible option in targeted drug delivery. However, the 
effect of divalent cations such as Ca++ and Mg++ stabi-
lizes the bacterial outer membranes and may inhibit the 
interactions of an antimicrobial peptide with LPS [102]. 
Thus, extrapolating in  vitro AMPs action on the bacte-
rial membrane is difficult as in vitro studies do not always 
mimic in vivo studies.

Application of AMPs in clinical settings are restricted 
due to their non-specificity and non-selectivity, leading 
to considerable toxicity in host cells [100]. Other com-
mon challenges associated with AMPs are degradation by 
bacterial proteases and the nonuniform pharmacokinetic 
profile. The application of nanotechnology can overcome 
these issues of cytotoxicity, degradation by proteases 
and efficiency at the target site [103]. By using a similar 
approach, Lam et  al. (2016) recently discovered a new 
class of star-shaped, antimicrobial peptide polymer nan-
oparticles [100]. These star nanoparticles consisting of 
lysine and valine residues were termed ‘structurally nano-
engineered antimicrobial peptide polymers’ (SNAPPs). 
In this study, two variable arm length star peptide poly-
mer nanoparticles (S16 = 16 arm and S32 = 32 arm) 
were synthesized via ring-opening polymerization of 

α-amino acid N-carboxyanhydrides. Both these newly 
developed SNAPPs exhibit better antibacterial activity 
against clinically important gram-negative bacteria com-
pared to gram-positive bacteria. Interestingly, the study 
also reported the significance of the star architecture in 
enhanced antimicrobial activity, as compared to linear 
analogues of the peptides, reflecting the importance of 
nanostructure in providing higher local charge concen-
tration, facilitating strong ionic interactions with the 
bacterial membrane. The results of fluorescence imaging 
studies indicate the local accumulation of SNAPPs with 
electrostatic interactions on the outer membrane that 
destabilize and disrupt the cell membrane leading to cell 
death (Fig. 5a–h). At the same time, competitive inhibi-
tion assay with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) can explain 
SNAPPs selectivity towards gram-negative bacteria. 
Additionally, in  vivo studies confirm the improved sur-
vival, better safety and efficacy against colistin-resistant 
strains of A. baumannii. Thus, SNAPPs may serve as a 
practical solution against resistant gram-negative bacte-
rial infection.

In sepsis patients, besides resistance, the uncontrol-
lable inflammatory response remains the most devas-
tating factor. The pathophysiology of sepsis involves an 

Fig. 5 Fluorescence imaging studies using Optical Microscope eXperimental 3D-SIM images: Images of E. coli before (a) and after treatment with 
AF488-tagged SNAPP S16 (b–h). The E. coli cell membrane was stained with red and S16 with green in all images [100]
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initial inflammatory response followed by prolonged 
immunosuppression, causing immune paralysis, that 
leads to compromised host defence against pathogens 
[104]. There is clinical data to support the benefits of 
immune restoration therapies on survival and bacterial 
clearance from the host [105, 106]. This alternate thera-
peutic approach for restoring the immune function and 
eradicating the infection accompanied with nanotechnol-
ogy, has been recently reported by Hou et al. (2020). In 
this study, vitamin lipid nanoparticles (VLNP) mediated 
adoptive transfer of macrophages delivering antimicro-
bial peptide linked cathepsin B (MACs) mRNA [107]. 
This newly designed delivery system comprised of MACs 
was shown to boost innate immunity, prevent bacte-
rial immune evasion and eliminate resistant bacteria in 
immunocompromised septic mice model. VLNPs were 
prepared using water-soluble and fat-soluble vitamins 
(Vitamin -B3, B7, C, D and Vitamin-E).  VCLNPs undergo 
caveolae-mediated endocytosis with 20-fold more effec-
tive mRNA delivery than other four VLNPs. The  VCLNPs 
was also combined with bone marrow-derived mac-
rophages and found effective against monomicrobial 
induced sepsis as well as polymicrobial induced sepsis in 
immunocompromised septic mice. Although the applica-
tion of autologous MACs is critical at present but have 
the potential for clinical therapeutic application in the 
near future.

Other antimicrobial nanoformulations
In response to increasing bacterial resistance to conven-
tional antibiotic formulations, in addition to the afore-
mentioned nano-antibiotic formulations and AMPs, 
alternative antimicrobials are of prime importance. The 
alternative strategy also includes exploration of anti-
microbial compounds from ‘natural’ origins, as well as 
metal, and metal oxide nanoparticles. Amongst com-
pounds of natural origin, in particular, terpenoids and 
aromatic compounds, occurring in essential oils, are a 
potential reservoir for antimicrobial compounds. How-
ever, potent antimicrobial activity of aromatic com-
pounds, over terpenoids, is due to the presence of certain 
phenolic, aldehyde and alkene compounds. Many of these 
compounds like, carvacrol, eugenol, cinnamaldehyde and 
β-caryophyllene are remarkably shown to possess broad-
spectrum antibacterial activity, and their combinations 
were proven to be synergistic [108]. The most common 
challenge with these essential oils is their highly volatile 
nature and poor bioavailability because of hydrophobic-
ity (low water solubility). To overcome these challenges, 
the development of lipidic nanocapsules (LNCs), encap-
sulating such lipophilic active compounds, was reported 
by Montagu et al. (2014). This is a very early report of a 
nanoformulation with essential oils of spices and herbs 

such as origanum, cinnamon, and clove. They have the 
most potent antibacterial properties because of their 
major components which are carvacrol, cinnamaldehyde 
and eugenol, respectively. The developed nanoformu-
lation was unable to show better antimicrobial activity 
in  vivo, due to the need for LNCs surface modification 
and functionalization to target bacterial cells. The func-
tionalization with CH or other cationic molecules may 
modulate the LNCs interaction with negatively charged 
bacterial cell membranes and thus effectively deliver anti-
microbials [109].

Amongst other alternatives nanomaterials, metal and 
metal oxide nanoparticles exhibit notable broad-spec-
trum antimicrobial activities and are often referred to as 
“nanoantibiotics”. There are reports that bacterial resist-
ance development against nanomaterials is less likely, 
making this an attractive option for development. Several 
mechanisms have been proposed through which nano-
materials exhibit their bactericidal activity, involving 
disruption of the bacterial cell membrane, denaturation 
of protein and DNA damage and disruption of the res-
piratory chain. The silver NPs are extensively studied in 
various in vitro experiments and have proven antimicro-
bial property against different pathogens; however, their 
application for in vivo models remains a concern due to 
safety. Kuthati et  al. (2015) have reported the pH sensi-
tive release of silver-indole-3 acetic acid complexes from 
mesoporous silica nanoparticles. This newly reported 
pH-sensitive hydrazone bond mediated metal complex-
conjugated NPs shown enhanced antimicrobial activ-
ity against multidrug resistant clinical isolates as well as 
inhibit biofilm formation of E. coli, B. subtilis, S. aureus, 
and S. epidermidis [110]. The another study explored 
the modes of transformation of carbon membrane pack-
aged Ag nanoparticles (Ag-C), namely, the packaging, the 
activation, and the deactivation, triggered by different 
concentrations of PBS solution, were comprehensively 
profiled for in  vitro activities [111]. However, there is 
uncertainty regarding antibacterial activities of Au-NPs 
in the physiological environment or in  vivo models. A 
study was later conducted on the possibility of control-
ling the metabolism of Au-NPs in the animal model 
[112]. Zeta potential of Au-NPs with different salts, such 
as PBS, NaCl,  K2HPO4, and KCl, were measured and 
found to be lowest with NaCl and reduced cytotoxicity 
of Au-NPs was observed with the addition of 4 × NaCl 
(group according to dilution). There was no evidence 
for accumulation in metabolic organs when evaluated in 
septic mice models. In this study, though mean survival 
time was found to be improved, the survival rate was not 
improved and mechanism yet to be elaborated.

Other metals and metal oxide NPs such as zinc oxide, 
copper oxide, magnesium oxide and titanium dioxide 
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have been evaluated for their in vitro antimicrobial activ-
ity [36]. Most recent report by Kankala et  al. (2020) 
shown copper-doped mesoporous silica nanoparticles 
(Cu-MSNs) establishing pH-responsive coordination 
interactions with the tetracycline (TET) which improves 
loading efficiency and TET release in the acidic pH. 
Additional coating Cu-MSNs with ultrasmall silver nan-
oparticles-stabilized polyethyleneimine (PEI-SNP) stimu-
lates the production of toxic free radicals responsible for 
disrupting the bacterial components. Thus, the reported 
MSN-based trio-hybrids (PEI-SNP@Cu-MSN-TET) 
synergistically exhibited profound antibacterial activ-
ity against resistant E. coli strain [88]. The similar trio-
nanohybrid approach has been reported with synergistic 
antibacterial effects by combining natural antimicrobial 
agent, curcumin, with above reported Cu-MSNs and 
SNP (Cur-Cu-MSN-SNP). However, this trio-nanohy-
brids shown the application of emerging photodynamic 
inactivation technique as an alternative to antibiotics 
against resistant E. coli [113]. Interestingly, the selectiv-
ity of most NPs to Gram-negative pathogens over Gram-
positive pathogens is common, which may be attributed 
to a thicker cell wall in Gram-positive pathogens [114]. 
Apart from these observations, few studies have reported 
species-specific and strain-specific variation, which can 
be useful in specific pathogen targeting strategies. Fur-
ther, functionalized NPs employing amino group, sug-
ars and carboxylic groups when evaluated against E. coli 
and S. aureus, and functionalization of amino and car-
boxy group, leads to significant improvement in antimi-
crobial and antibiofilm activity only against E. coli but 
not against S. aureus [115]. This sparsity in selectivity 
remained unanswered and future studies may reveal the 
underlying mechanism.

In a situation where barely any novel antibiotic drugs 
are close to approval for clinical use, there is a need to use 
existing antibiotics with caution. Efforts have been made 
to develop various nanoformulations of antimicrobials. 
An overview of nanoformulations, including nanosys-
tems used in various reports, and their characterization 
is summarized in Table 2. It is evident from the data that 
a broad range of pathogens, including MDR strains, have 
been evaluated using in vitro and in vivo sepsis models, 
and the use of available antibiotics through nanoscale 
conversion, has some benefits pertaining to efficacy and 
may overcome microbial resistance. Thus, advantages 
of the nano-sized drugs in their biodistribution and 
nanotechnology-based targeted delivery has unexplored 
potential in sepsis management.

Nanotechnology and anti‑inflammatory agents
Sepsis pathophysiology involves both cytokine-mediated 
inflammation counterbalanced by anti-inflammatory 

responses, providing numerous potential targets to ame-
liorate sepsis [116]. The innate immune response activa-
tion is facilitated by toll-like receptors (TLRs). TLRs are 
activated after forming a complex with PAMPs, such as 
LPS in Gram-negative pathogens or lipoteichoic acid 
(LTA) in Gram-positive pathogens. Further downstream 
signalling process recruits proinflammatory intermedi-
ates, like mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs), 
Janus kinases (JAK) and nuclear factor κ (kappa)-light-
chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB) [117]. There-
after nuclear localization of these proinflammatory 
intermediators initiates gene expression and activation of 
cytokines including TNF-α, IL-1/12/18 and type-1 IFNs 
triggering further cytokine and chemokine production 
such as IL-6/8, IFN-γ culminating into a cytokine storm. 
However, TNF-α regulates most of the downstream cas-
cades and widely accepted role of IL-1 in inflammation, 
thus getting more focus as a target for therapeutic devel-
opment [118]. Nanotechnological applications in anti-
inflammatory treatment are presented here under two 
broad categories; those are mediated through interaction 
with TLRs or reported as cytokines inhibitors.

Different PAMPs are recognized by specific TLRs and 
are vital in infectious diseases while TLR2 and TLR4 are 
critical to the sepsis. TLR4 can bind to LPS and recog-
nizes Gram-negative bacteria [35]. This is a potential tar-
get for future therapeutic strategies in the management 
of inflammation in infectious diseases and more specifi-
cally, inflammation in sepsis due to bacterial infection. 
Based on the ability of several natural compounds, e.g. 
lipid A, to modulate TLR4 activity and using molecular 
diversity-oriented strategies and structure–activity rela-
tionship (SAR) studies, Lavado et al. (2014) developed a 
cationic glycolipid-coated GNP system, interacting with 
CD14 and MD-2 receptors, to modulate TLR-4 activity 
[119]. Further to potentiate its action, glucose and tre-
halose based cationic glycolipids coated on gold NPs by 
surface adsorption, was prepared. This newly developed 
nanosystem was able to inhibit LPS activity and inhibit 
the LPS-induced TLR4-MD2 activation in  vitro, similar 
to that of synthetic antagonist eritoran. Although com-
pounds adsorbed on gold nanoparticles were active as 
the TLR4 antagonist in  vitro, it shows high toxicity in 
animal models. Other studies on peptide-gold nanopar-
ticle hybrids show potent TLR inhibition in  vitro [120, 
121], toxicities due to non-degradable core or bioaccu-
mulation of gold NPs as reported in other studies limit 
their application for in vivo studies [122, 123].

The other approaches in LPS sequestering were dem-
onstrated with the help of binding with high-density 
lipoprotein (HDL) like nanoparticles, in a study by Foit 
and Thaxton (2016). HDL is involved in detoxification of 
LPS and a similar phenomenon was implemented in the 
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development of the nanosystem. Citrate stabilized col-
loidal gold nanoparticle (Au NP) was used as a scaffold 
and was functionalized with apolipoprotein A1 (apo A-I). 
The apo A-I-gold complex mimics human HDL, due to 
presence of apo A-I., and the resultant complex was then 
decorated with a varying constituent component of the 
conjugates phospholipid bilayer and schematic pres-
entation is given in Fig.  6a. All the newly reported NPs 
were more potent than human HDL (hHDL) to reduce 
the LPS-mediated inflammatory response (Fig.  6b). The 
most potent HDL-like NP, construct 1, made up of lipids 
PDP PE 16:0, cardiolipin and 18:2 PG, led to the larg-
est decrease in NF-kB/AP-1 signalling induced by LPS-
derived from the different bacterial species [124] (Fig. 6c). 
Thus, the author proposed the biomimetic approach 
using HDL with inherent benefits of scavenging and neu-
tralizing the LPS toxin from the different bacterial spe-
cies, non-toxicities and non-inducers of inflammation.

Contrary to inhibition of proinflammatory cytokines, 
agents that promote the production of anti-inflammatory 
cytokines such as IL-4, IL-10, and IL-13 can serve as a 
novel and efficient strategy in sepsis management. Xu 
et  al. (2019) have recently reported on activated mac-
rophage autophagy on increasing anti-inflammatory 
cytokine, IL-10 by superparamagnetic iron oxide nano-
particles (SPIONs) of γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles. SPIONs-
induced autophagy in macrophages is prompted through 
activation of the Cav1-Notch1/HES1 signalling pathway 
[125]. The IL-10 expression has been shown to be aug-
mented with the treatment of Siglec-targeting platforms 
consisting of poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) nanoparti-
cles decorated with a natural Siglec ligand, di(α2 → 8) 
N-acetylneuraminic acid (α2,8 NANA-NP) [126]. Murine 
sialic acid-binding immunoglobulin-like lectin-E (Siglec-
E) and its orthologs, Siglec-7 and Siglec-9, are critical 
negative regulators of acute inflammatory responses and 
are capable of inhibiting TLR signalling.

However, other mechanisms involved in the anti-
inflammatory activity of various nanoparticle-based 
delivery has been reported by another research group. 
The most common anti-inflammatory mechanism exhib-
ited by nanosystems is mediated through TLR4-related 
NF-κB pathway. Astragalus polysaccharide (APS) nano-
particles, synthesized with chitosan derivatives (CS/
TPP) as the drug carrier, was shown to be effective in 
cell-based studies, as well as cecal ligation and puncture-
induced mice model of sepsis [127]. Inhibition of the 
same pathway led to a reduction in proinflammatory 
cytokines TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6, by intravenous administra-
tion of cerium oxide nanoparticles in lipopolysaccharide 
(LPS) sepsis model in Sprague Dawley rats [128]. Wang 
et  al. (2015) reported strong inhibitory effects of cur-
cumin (Cur) loaded solid lipid nanoparticles (Cur-SLNs) 

on pro-inflammatory cytokines through nuclear factor 
(NF-kB) signalling [129].

Although clinical application of anti-inflammatory 
therapy remains controversial, it has the potential to 
ameliorate sepsis progression due to the central role of 
the pro-inflammatory markers in sepsis pathophysiology. 
Unfortunately, clinical studies with anti-inflammatory 
agents were unable to reproduce significant efficacy based 
on preclinical studies. However, such data variability can 
be explained by heterogeneity amongst septic patients 
which cannot be mimicked by existing preclinical mod-
els. Currently, increasing mechanistic studies at the bio-
molecular level and their impact of pathophysiological 
pathways in sepsis will provide more insights for tailor-
ing approaches in anti-inflammatory therapy. In Table 3, 
different anti-inflammatory mechanisms are summarized 
with their impact on physiological processes.

Nanotechnology‑based antioxidants
In response to the pathogenic invasion, the host initi-
ates defence mechanisms, including inflammation, where 
activated inflammatory and immune cells also attenuate 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) production facilitating 
clearance of pathogens, but excess ROS release, as seen 
in sepsis, leads to oxidative stress [130]. Oxidative stress 
represents an imbalance between the levels of oxidants 
or reactive oxygen species (ROS) and endogenous anti-
oxidants. Proinflammatory markers induce the produc-
tion of ROS, including the potent hydroxyl radical, nitric 
oxide, superoxide, hydrogen peroxide, peroxynitrite and 
hypochlorous acid that participate in sepsis pathogen-
esis [131]. They have a profound effect on endothelial 
cells, thus promoting vascular permeability, aggravating 
hypotension and decreasing the colloid osmotic pressure 
of the plasma. ROS also affects oxygen consumption by 
septic cells leading to “cytopathic hypoxia,” which accel-
erates the process causing multiple organ failure [132]. 
Furthermore, hyper-inflammation and persistent oxida-
tive stress trigger changes in the mitochondria causing 
mitochondrial dysfunction, which contributes to exces-
sive production of ROS and cellular energetic failure. The 
overproduction of mitochondrial ROS (mtROS) further 
acts as signalling molecules that trigger the upregulation 
of inflammatory cytokine production [133]. Altogether 
hyper-inflammation, oxidative stress and mitochondrial 
dysfunction are responsible for poor sepsis outcomes. 
ROS also regulates the release of transcription factors 
such as NF-κB, nuclear factor-like 2 (Nrf-2) and activa-
tor protein-1 (AP-1), which after nuclear localization, 
induces activation of several genes that express inflam-
matory proteins, and hence targeting ROS could be an 
attractive target in sepsis management [130, 131].
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Fig. 6 HDL-like NP effect on suppressing TLR4 signalling. a General scheme for the synthesis of HDL-like NP. b Effect of different HDL-like NP and 
human HDL (hHDL) on inflammatory response when reporter cells treated with 1 ng/ml LPS from E. coli. c Inflammatory response of NP 1 or hHDL 
and LPS derived from the different bacterial species as indicated (****p ≤ 0.0001) [124]

Table 3 Different anti-inflammatory mechanisms of action (MOA) exhibited by various nanoformulations

Nanosystem Size MOA Key findings References

Peptide decorated-gold nanoparticles 13–14 nm Modulate endosomal pH
Blockade of endosomal acidification 

Inhibits downstream TLR4 signalling 
pathways, leading to the reduction 
of NF-kB, IRF3 and MAPK activation

Improved the disease activity index
Ameliorated colonic inflammation 

in vivo

[119]

Astragalus polysaccharide (APS) NP 105–115 nm Inhibited the activation of TLR4/ NF-κB 
pathway

Decreased myocardial inflammatory 
cytokine expression

[127]

High-density lipoprotein-like nano-
particles

Similar to hHDL LPS toxin scavenging and neutralizing Decreased TLR4 signalling
Inhibited inflammatory response to 

LPS

[124]

Curcumin-loaded solid lipid nanopar-
ticles

40–80 nm Suppressions of NF-kB activation and 
IkBa degradation levels

Decreased expression of pro-inflam-
matory cytokines (IL-6, TNF-α, and 
IL-1b)

[129]

Cerium oxide nanoparticles – Decreased transcriptional action 
of ROS, iNOS, COX-2, and nuclear 
factor-kappa light chain, the trig-
gered B cells (NF-kB)

Decreased hepatic damage, serum 
cytokines/ chemokines, and swell-
ing indicators in vivo

[128]

Trehalose- and glucose-derived glyco-
amphiphiles incorporated in Au NP

– Interference with TLR4 activation and 
signalling in vitro and in vivo

Inhibited LPS-triggered IL-6 produc-
tion in mice

[119]
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Several reports on antioxidant compounds including, 
vitamins, minerals and endogenous free radical scaven-
gers, such as melatonin, have shown benefits in amelio-
rating oxidative stress and sepsis outcomes, in preclinical 
and clinical studies [131]. Use of melatonin is of signifi-
cant interest due to its protective effect, through inhibi-
tion of NF-κB and NLRP3 inflammasome activation but 
possesses limitations in therapeutic applications due 
to its short half-life  (t1/2 < 30  min) and low bioavailabil-
ity. Volti et al. (2012) evaluated the systemic therapeutic 
approach of two different melatonin-loaded nanocarri-
ers, prepared from poly (d, l-lactideco-glycolide), (PLGA 
[NP-A]), and diblock poly [(d, l-lactide-coglycolide)-
co-PEG], (PLGA-PEG [NP-B]). For NP-B, the surface 
modification with poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG), provides 
hydrophilic and non-ionic characters that prevent mac-
rophagic uptake, thus leading to longer circulation times. 
An experimental animal model of sepsis was used as 
a model to measure heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1), which 
is ubiquitous in all organs, with increased expression 
in response to oxidative stress. PLGA-PEG NPs were 
smaller (83.80 + 1.10 nm), spherical, and are homogene-
ous with smooth surfaces, and have higher encapsulation 
efficiency for melatonin. NP-B melatonin NP formula-
tions significantly affect HO-1 protein and decrease lin-
oleic acid hyperperoxide (LOOH) levels in the heart, lung 
and liver, when compared with NP-A, free melatonin or 
vehicle. Thus the report confirmed the profound antioxi-
dant benefits of melatonin and its application in sepsis 
with specific drug delivery systems [134].

Importantly, besides systemic disturbances induced by 
oxidative stress, excessive production of ROS in sepsis 
have a significant impact on hepatic cells, causing sepsis-
induced acute liver injury. During the early progression 
of sepsis, neutrophils are recruited to the liver and their 
antibacterial action produces ROS, which induces pro-
duction of proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines. 
However, this overproduction of ROS can lead to cas-
cades that cause cellular toxicity, apoptosis or necrosis in 
the septic liver [135]. Thus, maximum drug accumulation 
at the site of injury, such as the liver may result in better 
outcomes than systemic distribution. This could explain 
the failure of antioxidant drugs in clinical trials, despite 
promising results in preclinical studies. Stimuli-respon-
sive drug delivery systems serve as on-demand delivery 
and targeted release in response to specific microenvi-
ronments. Chen et  al. (2017) explored ROS-responsive 
polymeric spherical NPs of melatonin, formed using 
deblock copolymers of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and 
poly(propylene sulfide) (PPS) (127  nm), which undergo 
an oxidative conversion enabling on-demand delivery of 
the drug for alleviating sepsis-induced liver injury [136]. 
Additionally, intraperitoneally administered drug in this 

study, undergoes the first-pass metabolism and thus, the 
maximum amount of drug gets deposited in the liver 
and additionally, the nanoscale size helps accumulation 
in mitochondria of hepatic cells generating maximum 
ROS load. The study result reveals the sensitivity of Mel-
loaded PPS-NPs to ROS. Under the conditions of oxida-
tive stress, upon exposure to ROS, hydrophobic sulfide 
moieties of the polymer converted to more-hydrophilic 
sulfoxides and sulfones, accelerating disassembly of the 
NPs. The findings of this study also show superior out-
comes, compared to previously described reports of Volti 
et  al. (2012), in terms of ROS-responsive drug delivery 
systems with controlled melatonin release at target sites 
that overproduce ROS. Thus, the proposed on-demand 
delivery system has the potential to deliver antioxidant 
agents to tissues or sites affected by ROS.

An important consideration on the role of nanotech-
nology in safety enhancement of antioxidants, without 
compromising efficacy, is reported by Soh et  al. (2017). 
In this study, ceria-zirconia nanoparticles (CZ NPs, 2 nm) 
were proposed as potential antioxidant nanomedicines 
for treating ROS-related inflammatory diseases. Ceria 
nanoparticles attained importance due to its potential 
antioxidant property; nevertheless, safety concerns limit 
the dosage used in various applications. Their free radi-
cle scavenging activity depends on particle size and the 
atomic ratio of surface  Ce3+ to  Ce4+. Zirconia  (Zr4+) is 
incorporated in the formulation to control the  Ce3+/
Ce4+ ratio and the rate of conversion between two oxida-
tion states. These CZ-NPs were initially synthesized with 
varying ratios and were studied in  vitro. The formula-
tion of CZ NPs  (Ce0.7Zr0.3O2) exerts a powerful antioxi-
dant effect in aqueous media, in vitro studies as well as 
two in vivo models of sepsis, namely, LPS-induced endo-
toxemia rat model and CLP induced bacteremia mouse 
model. With significant antioxidant properties, CZ NPs 
showed 100% survival in LPS induced sepsis model, and 
2.5-fold more survival benefit in CLP induced bacteremia 
mouse model vs control group. However, in this study, 
CZ NPs were administered in LPS induced sepsis model 
simultaneously, whereas, in clinical settings, treatment 
usually commences after the onset of proinflammatory 
mediators.

Nanotechnology‑based extracorporeal blood cleaning
The occurrence of microbial toxins (released by both 
live and dead pathogens) or debris, probably caused by 
antibiotic treatment in the bloodstream, triggers sys-
temic inflammation and causes multi-organ failure, sep-
tic shock and death. Due to high incidences of negative 
blood culture reports (~ 70%) in septic patients, and fail-
ure of antibiotics due to MDR infections; removing the 
source of infection from the extracorporeal circuit is 
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getting more attention amongst researchers and clini-
cians. The existing approved extracorporeal blood fil-
tration devices, such as hemofiltration devices, can be 
modified or functionalized with substances capturing 
different pathogens or their products and can be used 
for removal of pathogens. Extracorporeal blood cleaning 
approaches, integrated with nanotechnology, as a prom-
ising adjuvant therapy in sepsis, is discussed below.

Magnetic particle-based, blood cleansing methods, are 
most conventionally used due to the ability to separate 
cellular contents from a heterogeneous mixture, such 
as whole blood. Kang et al. (2015) predicted the benefit 
of considerably higher collision rate constant of diffu-
sion  (kd) with mathematic modelling [137]. An initial 
study, using this magnetic extraction-based extracor-
poreal removal method, was reported by Herrrman et al. 
(2010), based on direct injection of stable nanomagnets 
into whole blood, which efficiently removed low and 
high molecular-weight compounds [138]. Carbon-coated 
iron carbide  (Fe3C) were used to prepare magnetic rea-
gents which are further functionalized, based on the tar-
get compound to be removed from whole blood, such as 
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) as chelators for 
heavy metal removal and whole antibody/fragments for 
removal of drug (digoxin) or proteins (IL-6). The limita-
tion with this approach is the mandate of early informa-
tion of the detoxification target or source of infection. 
Due to time-consuming pathogenic identification and 
the high cost associated with antibody-based meth-
ods, the feasibility of this method in clinical settings are 
restricted. To address these challenges, Lee et al. (2014) 
developed magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) modified 
with zinc-coordinated bis (dipicolylamine) (bis-Zn-DPA) 
[139] that selectively and rapidly separate endotoxins, 
as well as pathogens, from whole blood. As bis-Zn-DPA 
specifically forms bonds with anionic phospholipids of 
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacterial cells, their 
affinity toward normal mammalian is negligible. Based 
on these findings, the ease of synthesis and conjugation 
with rapid binding kinetics, compared to antibody-based 
approaches, enable its clinical application.

Moreover, other approaches in addressing the issues 
discussed above, include Kang et al. (2014), who reported 
the application of a combination of magnetic nanobeads, 
coated with an engineered human opsonin-mannose-
binding lectin (MBL) and magnetic FcMBL-coated beads, 
for effective blood cleansing [140]. This easily manufac-
tured MBL binds to a wide variety of pathogens and is 
effective in removing pathogens and endotoxins simul-
taneously. The broad-spectrum binding ability of MBL 
opsonin offers the dual advantage of treating systemic 
blood infections, without culture reports, by rapid whole 
blood cleaning and preventing sepsis progression.

Nanotechnology‑based antitoxins
Toxins that are released due to bacterial lysis, during 
antibiotic therapy, is an attack mechanism exhibited by a 
variety of organisms, including bacteria, promoting their 
survival. Toxin receptors are present on specific cells in 
the host but not others; thus, hampering physiological 
processes. Toxins can act through different mechanisms, 
including structural disturbances due to interaction with 
the membrane, perturbation of membrane-associated 
processes and signalling or interfering with an intracel-
lular process such as protein synthesis [141]. The impor-
tance of toxins in the protection of pathogens from 
immune defences, supports detoxification approaches 
which can be a promising and effective alternative adju-
vant therapies to existing therapeutic options. Several 
methods have been reported for endotoxin removal, 
including adsorption, filtration, ionic interaction and 
phase separation [142]. Conventional strategies have 
relied heavily on structure-based neutralization strate-
gies, such as antibodies; however, variations in structural 
motifs and the diversity of toxins secreted across bacte-
rial genus, species, and strain, presents a challenge with 
low reduction efficiency. Other challenges include the 
requirement of simultaneous administration of multi-
ple formulations, and the toxicity of endotoxin neutral-
izing agents, limiting their clinical utility [142, 143]. The 
application of nanotechnology-based solutions can over-
come these challenges due to the inherent properties of 
nanoparticles, such as more extended circulation and the 
potential for multivalent toxin interaction.

Many bacterial pathogens secrete cholesterol-depend-
ent cytolysins (CDCs), α-hemolysin or bacterial phos-
pholipase C, that act as pore-forming toxins, damaging 
the host cell membrane and have a crucial role in the 
progression of infectious diseases. Bacterial toxins have 
specificity for animal cells as they target cholesterol and 
sphingomyelin. Henry et  al. (2015) explored engineered 
artificial liposomes, used as decoy targets, to sequester 
bacterial membrane-damaging toxins to compete with 
host cells for toxin binding. Liposomes, composed of 
sphingomyelin in combination with an artificially high 
concentration of cholesterol, effectively bind CDCs, 
phospholipase C and α-hemolysin while in combina-
tion with sphingomyelin liposomes (sphingomyelin-only 
liposomes), efficiently sequestering toxins released by a 
variety of staphylococcal and streptococcal pathogens. 
Enhanced binding of liposomes to bacterial toxins, pro-
tect human epithelial and endothelial cells that prevent 
bacterial invasion, protecting the innate immune system 
from the toxin-induced lysis, thus, leading to resolu-
tion of the infection. This phenomenon was evident with 
reduced cytokine (TNF-α) levels and bacterial load in 
an animal model. Further, treatment with monotherapy 
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of low dose and a high dose of vancomycin (12.5 mg/kg/
injection, 100  mg/kg/injection, respectively) was unable 
to afford protection from systemic infection, whereas the 
combination of liposomal toxin-sequestration and antibi-
otic treatment, provided complete protection. Thus, it is 
evident that a combination of liposomes with antibiotic 
treatment for susceptible pathogens, can improve the 
outcomes in patients, while for the treatment of antibi-
otic-resistant bacterial pathogens, neutralization of bac-
terial toxins protects the host immune system, leading 
to a reduction in bacterial load. Notably, a lack of direct 
interaction between bacteria and liposomes does not 
pose any risk for the emergence of drug-resistant patho-
gens. However, this study evaluated liposomal formula-
tion in Gram-positive pathogens, its ability to sequester 
toxins secreted by Gram-negative pathogens are yet to be 
studied.

Another group of researchers have reported that mac-
rophage biomimetic nanoparticles (MΦ-NPs), developed 
by wrapping polymeric cores with cell membrane-derived 
from macrophages, bind and neutralize endotoxins [144]. 
MΦ-NPs bind to endotoxins, due to identical antigenic 
exterior to the source macrophage cells, and simultane-
ously act as decoys to bind to cytokines, inhibiting pro-
gression to cytokine storm, and thus having significant 
potential in sepsis management (Fig.  7a, b). In a mouse 
E. coli bacteremia model, treatment with MΦ-NPs also 
conferred a significant survival advantage (Fig. 7c). Bio-
mimetic toxin nanosponge approach proposed by Hu 
et al. (2013), constructed with a polymeric core, that sta-
bilizes the RBC membrane shell and ensures prolonged 
systemic circulation was wrapped in natural RBC bilayer 
membranes, thus absorbing a wide range of structurally 
different pore-forming toxins. The general mechanism 
involved in neutralizing pore-forming toxins, and char-
acterization by TEM is given in Fig.  7d, e. Nanosponge 
antitoxin efficacy was evaluated in  vivo by administer-
ing a lethal dose of 75  μg/kg α-toxin through the tail 
vein. Nanosponges were injected either 2 min before or 
2  min after the toxin injection. In the nanosponge pre-
inoculation group, the mortality rate was 11% vs 100% in 
control formulations group at 6 h (p < 0.0001, Fig. 7f ). In 
the post-inoculation treatment groups, survival benefits 
were significantly higher than control formulations (44% 
survival, p = 0.0091, Fig. 7g). Extending survival benefits 
past 6 h to 15 days, suggests the detoxification of α-toxin, 
rather than its toxicity delayed [143]. However, varied 
susceptibility to the α-toxins by nanosponges, prepared 
from human and mouse RBCs, underscores the signifi-
cance of membrane-toxin affinity for interactions with 
toxins. Wang et al. (2015) reported surface functionaliza-
tion with acrylamide as the monomer and poly(ethylene 
glycol) dimethacrylate (PEGDMA) as the cross-linker to 

develop nanosponge-loaded hydrogel for local detoxifica-
tion in bacterial infection [145]. Thus, functionalization 
of the nanosponge will help to potentiate membrane-
toxin affinity but needs to be explored for systemic detox-
ification in experimental sepsis models.

Future prospectives and conclusions
Sepsis is a condition involving complex pathophysiology 
with a significant risk of life-threatening organ dysfunc-
tion [1, 2, 51]. A more in-depth understanding of sep-
sis has led to an updated definition and is considered as 
a global health priority [6, 51]. Notably, a major clinical 
challenge in sepsis management is the increasing resist-
ance to antibiotics, which, in some cases, leaves patients 
with no therapeutic options [146]. Nanotechnology-
based approaches are currently viewed as an attractive 
therapeutic strategy that may be implemented to over-
come challenges associated with sepsis management, 
due to its inherent ability to conquer bacterial resist-
ance, and pharmacokinetic optimization as well. Data 
and reports presented in this review provide recent 
advancements and perspectives in sepsis diagnosis and 
therapeutics using nanoparticles or targeted drug deliv-
ery using nanotechnology. This report also provides 
an overview of feasibility, uniqueness and comparative 
analysis of diagnostic approaches, mainstream therapy 
such as antibiotics and emerging adjuvant therapies such 
as anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, antitoxin and blood 
detoxification therapies.

Early diagnosis and thus, early initiation of appropri-
ate treatment is most critical in improving outcomes 
sepsis. However, due to the lack of sepsis specific signs 
and symptoms, sepsis diagnosis is often based on clini-
cal experiences and patient history. The reported stud-
ies demonstrated that nanoparticle-based biosensors 
provide a rapid, specific and sensitive means of diagno-
sis of a broad range of biomarkers and infectious patho-
gen detection. Further, a recent study by Lee et al. (2020) 
showed that dual methods of nanosensors could be 
combined for ROS detection [84]; however, it remains 
indefinable for combination for different nanosensor 
mechanisms in the detection of multiple biomarkers. 
Reliance on a single biomarker for sepsis is challenging 
as commonly used biomarkers such as CRP and PCT dis-
play altered expression in other diseases such as trauma, 
surgery, and heatstroke [15]. It is noteworthy that efforts 
have been made with regards to the detection of combi-
nations of biomarkers in clinical studies, which display 
greater diagnostic accuracy in differentiating bacterial 
versus nonbacterial associated inflammation [147], organ 
dysfunction, shock, and in-hospital mortality [148]. 
These reports provided further motivation for the devel-
opment of a biomarker panel using nanoparticles to 
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Fig. 7 Formulation of macrophage membrane-coated NP (MΦ-NPs), a Schematic representation of the mechanism of endotoxin and 
proinflammatory cytokine neutralization. b Characterization by DSC, c Effect on survival based on in vivo studies [144]. d Biomimetic nanosponges 
and their mechanism of neutralizing pore-forming toxins e TEM visualization of nanosponges mixed with α-toxin, Survival rates of mice over 15 days 
after IV administration of blank or treatment agents 2 min either before (f) or after (g) the toxin injection [143]
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provide improved detection times coupled with accuracy. 
Apart from this, several emerging biomarkers are being 
validated for sepsis, including CitH3, soluble form of trig-
gering receptor expressed on myeloid cells-1 (TREM-1), 
soluble urokinase-type plasminogen, receptor (suPAR), 
pro-adrenomedullin (pro-ADM), and presepsin, which 
have shown some prognostic and diagnostic value [15]. 
Based on our appraisal of findings from reported data, we 
expected that nanotechnology-based diagnosis of these 
emerging biomarkers could be achieved at even lower 
limits of detections.

Speed and sensitivity of nano diagnostics facilitate and 
guides the early initiation of antibiotic therapy clinically. 
Antibacterial sensitivity which is a major determinant 
of antibiotic choice remains unaddressed, with increas-
ing reliance on time-consuming conventional methods. 
Sepsis involves hemodynamic alterations in patients 
that imposes a challenge in attaining desired antibac-
terial pharmacokinetic targets. This, in turn, leads to 
suboptimal dosing, treatment failure and development 
of resistance. Further, infections with MDR pathogens 
or polymicrobial infections which are more frequently 
found in a sepsis patient necessitates the implementation 
of combination therapies, based on susceptibility. Data 
on such nano-antibiotic combination therapies is limited, 
and more studies are needed to explore such combina-
tions in nano-formulations. Many nano-formulations 
have been reported in which surface functionalization 
with antimicrobial peptides showed targeted delivery 
with potent antimicrobial activities. Such antimicrobial 
peptide containing nano-formulations can deliver antibi-
otics at the desired site (bacterial cell wall/ membranes, 
cytoplasm or nucleus) and potentiate bacterial killing, 
but these results need validation in well-designed clinical 
studies.

Importantly, the knowledge that sepsis involves dys-
regulated host immune and inflammatory responses; has 
increased research the evaluation of nano-formulations 
of adjuvant therapies such as anti-inflammatory, antioxi-
dant, antitoxin and blood purification therapies. Amongst 
all therapies, notably, nano-formulations of anti-inflam-
matory agents were evaluated in multiple preclinical 
and clinical studies. However, due to the involvement of 
multiple signalling pathways and crosstalk, agents tar-
geting specific pro-inflammatory cytokines, will not be 
able to achieve expected outcomes and, thus approaches 
targeting multiple pathways or biomolecules central to 
cytokine production will be warranted. In a recently pub-
lished report by Wang et al. (2018), early sepsis diagnosis 
was combined with simultaneous extracorporeal blood 
disinfection, by using iron oxide magnetic nanoparticles 
functionalized with chlorin e6 molecules, and bacterial 
species-identifiable aptamers  (Fe3O4-Ce6-Apt) [34]. The 

study demonstrated that the  Fe3O4-Ce6-Apt nanosystem 
was sensitive (around 10  CFU/ml), rapid (within 1.5  h) 
and efficiently detected mono- or polymicrobial infection 
in a mouse model. Thus, a combination of diagnostic and 
extracorporeal blood disinfection with a newly developed 
nanosystem can be the beginning of a new era in sepsis 
diagnosis and management.

To conclude, sepsis is a condition characterised by 
uncontrolled immune and inflammatory responses and 
have several challenges in its diagnosis and management. 
Numerous nanoparticle-based diagnosis and therapeu-
tics alternatives have been evaluated in various in  vitro 
and in vivo sepsis models with promising results. Besides 
nano-formulations of antibiotic, adjuvant therapies and 
their targeted delivery with nano-formulations have also 
been evaluated and have some role in sepsis manage-
ment. It would be not surprising if such therapies using 
nanotechnology applications became available for in-
clinic use.
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